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5

Abstract6

Site Reliability Engineering has opened a pandora’s box of new technological challenges7

[1],[3],[6],[10]. Trying to condense all of it into one structure or system is one such8

requirement.We show the interaction between people, processes, and technology as against the9

levels of maturity on reliability scale of 5.10

11

Index terms—12

1 Introduction e classify the degree of reliability in systems into13

five discrete levels as shown below in the table:14

Table ??: Discrete levels of classification of SRE maturity levels ??1,3] Level TypeI Chaotic II Repeatable III15
Defined IV Managed V Optimizing16

Also in lieu of various tenets of Site Reliability Engineering we include the following: Author: e-mail:17
anand.sunder@capgemini.com18

Based on the interaction between people, processes, and technology and the five discrete levels of maturity we19
come here with a map of their interactions: Technology bridges the gap between people and processes, so across20
the discrete levels of maturity, i.e, Levels I -V the above diagram approximates the interactions in most of the21
cases occurring in real life scenarios.22

We have also come up with an approximate flow map of the tenets across 5 discrete levels as shown below:23
Figure ??: Levels against Tenets of SRE [1, 3, ??] Monitoring distributed systems reinforces incident24

management (2) and exception handling (3).25

2 W26

A mature incident management (2) leads to better elimination of unnecessary toil (5).27
An evolved exception handling (3) will lead to an evolved emergency response (4).28
Ultimately Levels I-V of maturity will be mapped to various tenets as shown above, with highest level of29

maturity at chaos engineering (6).30

3 II.31

4 Conclusion32

The abovementioned framework, can lead to some really insightful systemic understanding for improving33
reliability of services. Further insights and improved level of understanding can be extracted by applying this34
across multiple scenarios.35
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4 CONCLUSION
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Figure 1: Figure 1 :
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1 Monitoring Distributed Systems
2 Incident Management
3 Exception Handling
4 Emergency Response
5 Toil Elimination
6 Chaos Engineering

Figure 2: Table 2 :
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